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,SUNMARY -- 

A shock tube study has been s&e of the bow shock establzshment 
process m au and the pressure tlnle prcflles at the stagnation point of a 
blunt-nosed body in azr, oxygen and argon durzng the establishment of 
supersonw flow condrrtions over the body. The incident shook Mach number 
range was M, = 2 + 8 glvmg a flow Mach number range behind the przmary 
shock of Ms = 1 .+ 2%. A ssmple theoretical desorlption of the 
establishment process IS seen to agree olcsely with the experiffiental 
measurements of the how shook position along the stagnation streamline during 

* bow shock formation. 
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Nomenclature 

t 

t* 

u 

w 

a 

Y 

6 

P 

velocity of soutxl 

enthalpy 

Mach number 

pressure ratio = pi/pj 

pressure 

body dxmeter 

distance measured along the stagnatzon streamline 
from the stagnation point 

tune 

bow shock establishment time 

stream velocity 

shock velocity 

Y+l 
Y-1 

spec~?~ heat ratlo 

bow shock detachment &stance 

density 

SubscrIpts 

1 lnltlal conditions In the channel of the shock tube 

2 conditions between the prxnary shock and the contact surface 

t stagnation condxtlons 

R reflected shock 

3 refers to prmary shock Mach number 
I./ 
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1. 1ntroal.2cticr, - 

A knowled~? of the flow oondltmns over a body XI supersonic 
flight 1s important in the design of high-speed aucraft. Tne pltot tube 
is a well-established anstrument for the measurement of sta 

r 
ation pressure 

of the freestream from which, by substituting the pressure for supersonic 
flow) in the Kayleigh supersons.c pltot formula, the flow Mach number may be 
computed. 

As the flow establishes over a blunt-nosed body in a shock tube, 
immediately subsequent to the passage of the primary shock wave, the flow 
paraneters at the stagnation point vary m times whxh are very short 
compared with the response tine of the patot tube (- 1 ms) but acceptable 
to the bar gauge3 (response tame - 3 microseconds). 

lieasurement of the pressure variation during the establishment 
of the bow shock wave m supersormo flow ~111 aid the theoretxal 
lnvestlgatlon of the estabbllshment process, whilst the quasi-equulllbrlum 
sta~natmn pressure measurements ~111 add to the data on the hot flow 
behmd the prwary shock, and the stagnation point conditions of a body XI 
supersonx flaght. 

In YXW of the fast response of the bar gauge and Its accuraoy 
under fast loadmg rates, 1% was considered that If sLutably mounted, 
useful measureaents of the quasi-steady-state stagnation pressure, and the 
time taken to achieve thx value, couLd be made using this gauge. A 
pzezo-electrx element has been used an a stagnataon-pomt pressure probe 
by Fuller' (196d) vrhllst studying the pressures arlsing from the passage of 
spheracally txpandxg blast waves. Honever, the gauge design is compietely 
bff'erent and the cx-cumstances dissimilar to those in the present 
znvestigat1on. 

In conJunction wth the prossure measurements a photographlo 
xnvestigatlsn of the formatlon of the bow shock wave shows that the concept 
of a constantly decelcratlng shock wave closely predicts the position of the 
bow shock wave along the stagnation streamline during the born-shock 
establwhment process. 

2. Theorx 

The Raylclgh supersonw pitot formula for an l&al gas IS 

, 

P2 - 
Pt 

. . . (1) 

Stollery2 has found that large devaations from adeal values are 
obtained ahen real gas effects are consIdered. He obtaans the conditions 
behand the normal shock by solving, graphxally, the equation 

Ha - H, = $(p, - . . . (2) 

glvmg/ 
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4. Analysis of Results 

With re&ard to the higher than ~&al stagnation pressures deduced 
from the level portion C - D in the records, Stollery has shown that real 
gas effects (which included dissociation and loniaatlon) have a strong influence 
on the value of the stagnatIon pressure In the region behind the normal shock 
wave, real gas effects are lncreaslngly mportant for Ns > 3, 
Ideal-gas results are oonsldered* of la.ttle value. 

and for Ms > 6 
The increase in stagnation 

pressures is due to the fact that (1) more energv 1s needed to produce a given 
primary-shock Nach number 1n real air than in a perfect gas and (xi) a larger 
density than 1dea.l is obtalned m the real-gas case. The low pressures 
obtained using argon are due to the absence of, for example, v.ibrats.on 
relaxation and dlssociatzon effects. 

For the lower values of Ms the inltzal 50 mxroseoonds of the 
pressure traces are occupied by the variation In stagnatIon pressure as the 
bow shock wave establishes. With increasing Ns this pressure dip becomes 
shallower disappearing at Ms = 6. At the same time the duration of the dip 
lessens. Calculations suggest that for Ns > 6 the flow conditions 

( 
equilibrate In tunes which cannot be resolved using the bar gauge 
l.e., 6 3 mrcroseconds). 

A simple bow-shock development model is proposed (shown in Fig.6). 
In Fig.6.1 the initial condition is shown where the primary shook wave 
approaches the body. Eig.6.2 shows a simplified picture of the situation 
immediately subsequent to primary shock-wave zmpingement where a small section 
in the middle of the primary shock wave has reflected. The reflected shock 
is decelerated, until It comes to rest in the bow shook wave detachment 
distance (Fig.6.3). A u&form deceleration is assumed for the purposes of a 
simple calculation. This deceleration occurs as a result of the mass flow 
out of the region between the reJected portaon of the primary shock wave and the 
nose of the body, around the shoulders of the body. 

From the contlnulty equations, the reflected shock velocity is 
given by 

[* + cai - 1) 82 1 
WR = ai 

r(% 

If the shock detachment distance in the flow behlnd the pruasry 
shock is 6 than from the sunple equations of motion assmrng a constant 
retarding force, the time taken for the small reflected shock to stop in this 
bow-shock detachment distance is 

6 [(a, + 1) Pl,(Q + P12$ 
t* = 2- 

* a1 P t ((11 - 1) PI21 

S 1s obtained for air from a graph drawn (usmg data supplied by Li and 6 
Geiger, Hayes and Marsden and Moeokel) and discussed by A. J. Vitale et al . 
Reflected shock velorzties for real-gas cases are obtained from data publIshed 
by Bernstem7. Using this data,calculations for two cases in air at 
M,=3,6 and pi= 10 CIL and 10 mm respectively yield the result that 

t*/ 
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t* = 36 microseconds for M, = 3 and t* = 3.3 microseconds for Ms = 6. 
This is in complete agreement with the experimentally obtaaned pressure time 
profiles from an examination of which it was cons~%~~ed that the bow shock 
wave should be formed after the reflected shock has decelerated to rest 
relative to the tube walls, the pressure decaying during this process. It was 
also considered that the rest of the dip formation is a result of relaxation 
phenomena. As far as the pressure-time proflle is concerned, the effect of 
relaxation phenomena on the pressure occurs immediately subsequent to the 
primary shock impingement. The dominant faotor is the deceleration of the 
small reflected shock wave. Until this effect ceases the pressure will decay. 
Thereafter the pressure will follow the relaxation phenomena assuming that the 
relaxation time is greater than the bow-shock establishment time and no other 
flow perturbations exist. During the whole of this time the flow will be 
unsteady. The bow-shock detachment-distance will vary slightly after the 
deceleration to rest of the small reflected portnon of the primary shock, due 
to these relaxation phenomena. 

Comparison of the three profiles obtained in air, oxygen, and 
argon (Fig.7) enphasises the dependence of the rise B-C on relaxation 
effects. Whereas in the case of air and oxygen there is a definite A-B-C 
profile, in the case of argon the pressure falls to and remains at the point 
B level (see Fig.7). 

Owing to the limitations of the apparatus, in order to increase the 
Mach number of the primary shock wave the value of the initial pressure was 
decreased, and resulted in absolute values of stagnation pressure remaining at 
approximately the same magnitude (ZOO - 300 ems Hg). This is very important 
since It implies that the results presented here are not dependent on the 
absolute pressure, but depend merely on the flow velocity. 

5. Photographic Investigation 

Schlleren photographs were taken in the N.P.L. 6 In. x 3$ XXI. shock 
tube8 using an identical 4 in. blunt-nosed cylinder to that employed for the 
pressure measurements, and also a T/J2 in. diameter model. This tube has a 
3 ft long driver and 12 ft working section. Single shots were taken at varying 
delays after the initiation of bow-wave reflection at the same primary shook 
Mach number. Since the theory predicts, and it may also be concluded 
intuitively, that the bow shock establishment process takes longer at lower 
primary shook Mach numbers a Mach number of 2.23 was chosen using nitrcgen 
as driver and air as driven gas. The flew behind the primary shock wave is 
then just supersonio (M,, = 1*076). This gives a longer time interval In 
which to examine the establishment process and shock profile. 

Measurements made from the series of photographs taken with the 4 in. 
and 7/32 in. bars respectively are shown in ~1g.8(a) and Fig.Slb) and.a 
composite diagram of the bow shock at various trmes during the establishment 
process shovm in Fig.9. Using the equations of motion the relation between 
the time t&en for the bow shock to reach a distance ‘S’ along the stagnation 
streamlme sssuming constant deceleration (as in Section 4) is given by 

or/ 
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or t = t*(1- (1 -g>“> - 

Even though the deceleration may not be constant the answer should be of the 
same order of magnitude as the experimental value. Indeed the agreement 
between this very simple theory and actual experment 1s god, as 1s shown 
zn Flg.8 when using real-gas values for wR. 

Given the bow-shook detachment distance for a blunt-nosed body, 
this simple theory closely predicts the bow shock position at any time during 
the establishment process and the establishment time. 

Photographs of the bow shook establishing at the nose of the 4 in. 
and 7/32 in. bodies are shown in Figs.lO(a) and (b). 

6. Conclusions 

The variation of stagnation point pressure with Mach number for 
the real gas case as predicted by Stollery has been shown to ooour in air 
and oxygen, for M, = 3 - 6. The argon results agree more closely with 
theory, the situation expected using a nonatomic gas. Values above Ms = 6 
in air and oxygen were not used since the pressure increased continuously 
over the first ICC microseconds of recording time. During the establishment 
of the bow shock wave a dip in pressure occurs associated with the reflection 
of a section in the middle of the primary shock wave as it encounters the 
gauge, and relaxation phenomena behind the bow shock wave. 

Photographic evidence agrees with the predlctlons from the pressure 
measurements and shows that this simplified. theoretloal approach ran closely 
predict the bow shock establishment time and the position of the bow shook 
wave during the establishment process. 
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